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Race travel Race. 

Six o’clock roll round fast for most. Warm up was at 

8am so it was breakfast pack bags and head for the 

bus. The Taupo club families had been there already 

for a while getting pads in and making sure that all was 

ready for the meet to start on time. 

Starting with the  skins finals for the male and Female Back and Breast Stroke. Going 

from 4 swimmers  to 3 swimmers  to 2 swimmers and then the winner with a leave time 

of 90 seconds , with Isabel winning the girls breast The rest of the meet was hard fought 

with the Blood thirsty hound Dogs extending their lead over us but we extended our 

lead over the Green machine 

 

Then on to Whakatane. This was a different meet and for the 1st time we closed the gap 

on the Dogs. Due to some real resolute swims with Cole, Isabel and Stuart winning their 

races and the rest of the team working hard to make sure every point was fought for. 

The boys fought hard to go 2 and 3 in the relay. There is a real feeling of team growing 

and you can see this in they way that all teams are fighting over every point. 

 
 

 

Craig our manger giving the last minute instructions to the 

Swimmers prior to warm up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are staying at the Ohope   Christian camp. Just 

stones throw from the beach. 

Again the   local club really pulled out the stops to 

put on a great 1st session. It was nice to see some 

familiar faces that have not been around for a 

while since their children had stopped swimming. 

“Once a swimming family always a swimming 

family”   

Picture Team warming up at Whakatane Each 

team is assigned 2 lanes. 

 

 

 

 

A moment of relaxation after the Whakatane meet. 

Isabel Megan, Islah Daniel 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Honours Board 

 

Swimmer of session 1 Islah kerr –Aim 

Swimmer of session 2 Bella Bassett-Foss 

Taupo Overall :Cole McDowell 

Swimmer Of session 3 Tavis Graham 

                                             Stuart Graham 

Nags time  

Johnson Bishop 200 fr 

 

For you train spotters out there. If you see a new Nags time I have missed text me 

0276200854 and let me know so it can go on the board. Its hard to keep up with 
everything 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thought  for the Day 


